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In this article a construction is given which canonically associates pure 
geometries in linear diagrams to arbitrary pure geometries. Also given are reverse 
constructions in some special cases. This partially answers a question in 
Buekenhout (“Proceedings of the Conference in Honour of H. Lenz” (Sect. 9.16, 
Comments), Lecture Notes in Mathematics, No. 893, Springer-Verlag, New York/ 
Berlin, 198 1). 
DEFINITIONS 
Let us recall some of the definitions given in [3]. Let I be a symmetric and 
reflexive relation on a nonempty set S; a subset F of S is said to be aflflag if 
F x FE I; given two flags F and G, we write FIG if FU G is a flag. 
Henceforth, given x E S, we shall identify x and its singleton {x}. Given a 
flag F, by S, we mean the set {xix E S -F, xF); and I, is the relation 
induced by I on S,. 
A geometry r over a (finite nonempty) set of types A is a triplet I-= 
(S, I, t), where S is a nonempty set (the set of the varieties of r), I is a 
symmetric and reflexive relation on S (the incidence relation of ZJ and t is a 
mapping of S onto A such that: 
(TP) Transversality property. The restriction of t to every maximal flag 
is a bijection onto A. 
Given a flag F, t(F), and d - r(F) are respectively the type and the cotype 
of F. 
Henceforth, given a set X, by /XI we shall denote the number of the 
elements in X. The cardinality IAl of A is said to be the rank of r, and it is 
denoted by rank(r). 
Given a flag F, the residue r, of F is the geometry (S,., I,, t!) over 
d - t(F), where tF is the restriction of t to SF (it is easily seen that (TP) 
holds on every residue of flags of r if it holds on the whole structure r). The 
cotype of F is the type of I-,. 
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A geometry is firm if every nonmaximal flag is contained in at least two 
maximal flags. It is strongly connected if for any distinct types i,j the set 
t-‘(i) u t-‘(j) gives a connected graph for I, and the same holds on every 
residue. 
Given a type i, let 5’; = t-‘(i). The elements of Si are the i varieties. For 
any flag F, the i shadow a,(F) of F is the set {x j xIF, x E Si}. The i space ri 
of r is the set ri = {a,(F) ] F a flag of T} U {aa) ordered by inclusion. Here, r 
is said to be closely linear (in [3], “to have the intersection property”) If: 
(IP) Intersection property. For every choice of a type i, a variety x 
and a flag F, either a,(x) n ui(F) = 0 or there is a flag G such that xIGIF 
and cri(x) n a,(F) = a,(G). The same holds on every residue of a flag in r. 
The basic diagram A(T) of the geometry r is the graph over A defined by 
two distinct types i and j which are joined if there is at least one flag F of 
cotype {i, j} such that r, is not a generalized digon (hence, under (IP), the 
residue r,. is a partial linear space; see [3, 8.31, or [ 1, Proposition 21). By 
d(T)ij, we mean the set {T,.]E flag of r of cotype {i, j)]. A firm, strongly 
connected, and closely linear geometry r is said to be pure if, for every 
choice of the distinct types i, j, either A(r), is contained in the class of the 
generalized digons or it is contained in the class of the partial linear spaces. 
Given a type i and a flag F, the flag F is said to be i reduced if, for every 
proper subflag G of F, the i shadow ai properly contains a#‘). Let (IP) 
hold. Then, for every type i and for every flag F, there is just one i-reduced 
subflag G of F such that ai = oi(F) (see [2, Theorem 1; 7, Lemma 3; 3, 
9.71). Here G is said to be the i reduction of F. (See [4] or [3, 9.1; 8, 12.111 
for the definition of separation in a graph.) Let y be a graph and i a vertex 
of y’; a set X of vertices of .V is said to be i reduced if no proper subset of X 
separates X from i; and it is easily seen that for any set X of vertices of g 
there is just one i reduced subset Y of X which separates X from i. The set Y 
is said to be the i reduction of X. It is easily seen that the i reduction of X is 
the set {x ) x E X and X- {x} does not separate x from i}, 
The following characterization of pure geometries is implicit in [ 7). It will 
be useful in the sequel. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let r be a closely linear, strongly connected and firm 
geometry. Then r is pure iff, for every type i and for every flag H, the i 
reduction of H is the subjlag H ~3 t-‘(T) of H, where T is the i reduction of 
t(H) in A(T). 
ProoJ: The “only ir’ part is [7, Corollary 51 (see also [3, 9.91). Let us 
prove the “if’ part. By contradiction, let r not be pure. Then, there are types 
i, j such that i is joined to j in d(T) but there is a flag F of cotype {i, j} such 
that r; is a generalized digon. Let x be an i variety incident to F. Then t(F) 
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does not separate i from j. Nevertheless, x does not belong to the j reduction 
of {x} u F. Q.E.D. 
It is useful to give also a forgetful construction (see [5, Proposition 5 1). 
Given a geometry I’= (S, 1, t) over d, and a subset D of d, by rn, we mean 
the geometry over D induced by r on the set of varieties t-i(D) (i.e., r” 
forgets the varieties in t-‘(d -D)). Trivially, the geometry rD is firm and/or 
strongly connected if r has this property. By [ 1, Theorem 21 (see also [3, 
7.2]), rD is closely linear if D is the join of connected components of d(T) 
and r is closely linear. Proposition 2 needs some preliminary definitions. 
Given a graph .Y on a set of vertices G, a path of .V is said to be simple if its 
vertices are pairwise distinct. A subset X of G is said to be strongly convex 
in .‘% if, for every choice of the vertices X, y in X, every simple path from x to 
y is contained in X. We have 
PROPOSITION 2. Let r be a pure geometry over A, and let D c A be 
strongly convex in A(r). Then, rD is pure, and A(TD) is the graph induced by 
A(T) on D. 
Proof. Let us prove that (IP) holds on rD. Let F and x be a flag and a 
variety in P, and let i & D be such that oi(F) n oi(x) # 0. There is an i 
reduced flag G of r such that FIGIx and oi(G) = oi(F) n oi(x). Let c= 
G n t-‘(D). The set t(G) separates i from t(F) U {t(x)} (see 13, 9.71). Then 
t(G) n D separates i from t(F) U (t(x)}, because D is strongly convex. So 
al(G) c o,(F) n o,(x) ( see [3, 7.2 and 9.71). We have c?= G (see [3, 9.71). 
The argument is similar on the residues (we remark that, given a flag H of 
rD, we have (rH)D-t(H) = (r”),). Therefore, (IP) holds on rD. The purity of 
rD easily follows by Proposition 1 and by the strong convexity of D. The 
remaining part of Proposition 2 follows by [3, Proposition 8.31. Q.E.D. 
We observe that D is strongly convex if it is the join of connected 
components of A(T). Moreover, if D is a connected component of A(T) and 
i E D, then Ti = (rD)i. See [3, n.6; lo] for the definition of the direct sum of 
geometries. A geometry is said to be irreducible if it is not a direct sum of 
two geometries. Let {Dh 1 h E H} be the set of the connected components of 
A(r). By [ 1, Theorem 21, we have that r is the direct sum of the geometries 
rDh (h E H). So r is irreducible iff d(T) is connected. 
In drawing special diagrams we use the conventions stated in [ 111. We 
label the types (i.e., the vertices) by nonnegative integers and orient the edges 
in conformity with the increasing order of the labels of the vertices. In a 
drawing like the following: 
X X 
o-o- . . . --o-o 
0 1 n-2 n- 1 
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(X a class of partial linear spaces; n a positive integer), we allow n = 1 or 2, 
so that the diagrams 
X 
0 and 0-o 
0 0 I 
may be seen as specializations of the previous form. In addition to the 
conventions stated in [ 1, Sect. 41, we use the notations: 
(i) By D, we mean the class of the generalized digons. We never use 
D as a label of edges. Indeed, we represent the class D by drawing no edge, 
as in [l]. The symbol D will occur in a diagram only as a part of some 
complex symbol (such as c(D), 3(D),..., see (iv)). 
(ii) The class of the nondegenerate ordinary polygons will be denoted 
by OP. The digon is meant to be degenerate, of course. 
(iii) by P, we mean the class of the nondegenerate projective planes. 
We denote the class of the degenerate projective planes by the symbol dP. By 
P, , we mean the class of the projective planes on three points. A in [ 11, by 
“no label,” we mean the class of the projective planes. 
(iv) A graph F is said to befirm if all of its vertices belong to at least 
two edges. Given a firm connected graph Y, if we put the vertices and 
the edges of F into the roles of points and lines, respectively, then we get a 
partial linear space c(‘F)* By a(F), we mean the dual of c(.F). Given a firm 
connected geometry r= (S, 1, t) of rank 2, let ,Yr be the graph defined by 1 
on S. The graph %Yr is firm and connected. Then we may construct the partial 
linear space c(Fr). Given a class X of lirm and connected geometries of 
rank2,wesetc(X)={c(T)/r~X}and3(X)={3(r)/tEX}.LetAbethe 
class of the firm complete bipartite graphs such that one of the two classes, 
into which the vertices are shared, contains just two elements. We set C = 
(c(.F) 1 F EA} and 3= (D(F) 1 .Y EA}. 
Let &J be a special diagram and X a class of partial linear spaces. Let us 
consider the drawing 
X 
--=I ---. 9. / 
X 
By this drawing, we shall denote the following diagram: we add a new 
vertex j to the set of the vertices of g and draw a new edge from j to each of 
the vertices of 69, and label the new edges by X. The edges between the 
vertices of @ are the same as in g (with the same labels as in g, of course). 
By the symbol V(Z; m, m + l,..., m + k), we mean the complete graph on 
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the vertices m, m + I,..., m + k, where the edges are labelled by Z, if Z 
denotes a class of partial linear spaces, and the discrete graph on the vertices 
m, m + I,..., m + k if Z = D. As in 131, we draw diagrams only for pure 
geometries. 
1. LEMMAS ON FINITE CONNECTED GRAPHS 
Henceforth .% will be a nonempty finite connected graph on the set of 
vertices G. A vertex j of .F is said to be external if G - {j} is connected. Let 
us recall some definitions given in [3, (9.1)]. Given a connected set X of 
vertices of .Z, the frontier fr(X) of X is the set of the vertices in G - X which 
are joined to some element of X. Let 0 be a vertex of .%’ and let Y c G. The 0 
interior Y, of Y is the connected component of G - Y which contains 0 (of 
course, Y,, = 0 if 0 E Y). The 0 closure [Y], of Y is the set fr(Y,) U Y,,. It is 
easily seen that fr(Y,) is the 0 reduction of Y. Then Y is 0 reduced iff it is 
contained in its 0 closure. Moreover, given X, Y C_ G, the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(a) X separates Y from 0, 
(b) fr(X,)C ]Y10 (i.e., [XioG [Y],,), and 
(c) X,E Y,. 
An external vertex x is said to be 0 external if x # 0. Also .% is said to be 
0 linear if it is of the form 
LEMMA 1. Let j GJ > 2. Then there is at least one 0 external vertex in 3. 
Moreover .F is 0 linear iff it has just one 0 external vertex. 
Proof. There are 0 external vertices in .F. Indeed, if otherwise, we may 
define a mapping f: G + G such that, for every x E G, the vertex x separates 
0 fromf(x) and x #f(x). The binary relation “to separate 0 from...” gives a 
partial ordering on G, because F is connected (see [4]; also [3, 
Sect. 9.1-9.31). Then the terms of the sequence 0, f(0) ,..., f”(0) ,..., are 
pairwise distinct, because x #f(x) for every x E G. This contradicts the 
asumption that G is finite. Let us assume now, that there is just one 0 
external vertex x,, in .F. Let x, be 0 external vertex in the subgraph G - {x0} 
of .F. If x0 is joined in .F to a vertex different from xi, then x, would be 0 
external in 27, but x0 is the only 0 external vertex in .y. Then x0 is joined to 
x1 and it is not joined to any other vertex. Hence, the subgraph G - {x0) of 
27’ has just one 0 external vertex. By iterating this argument, we get that .y is 
0 linear. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 2. Let X be a subset 0~” G and x a 0 external vertex. Then 
(XU {xl>, =x0 - {xl. 
ProoJ It is easily seen that (>fU {x}), is equal to the connected 
component of X,, n {x}~ which contains 0. Moreover, X,, f? (x},, =X,, - {x}, 
because x is 0 external. Also, X0 - (x} is connected. Indeed, if otherwise, 
there is some y E X0 - {x} such that x separates y from 0. Hence, 
{x}~ g {y},, (by the equivalence of conditions (a) and (c)). Here, {x}, = 
G - {x} because x is 0 external, Then x = y, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
2. CANONICAL LINEARIZATIONS OF PURE GEOMETRIES 
Henceforth, F= (S, 1, t) will be a pure geometry over d, and 0 will be an 
element of A. By S”, we mean the set of all the 0 reduced nonempty flags of 
r (the *varieties); and we define an incidence relation I* on S” (the 
*imzidence) by FI*G iff either o,(F) c a,(G) or a,(G) G a,(F). We give a 
function t* (the *type function) from S* to the set of the nonnegative 
integers, such that t*(F) = 1 t(F)0 /, w lere 1 t(F)o is the 0 interior of t(F) in 
d(F). Let A* be the image of S* under t”, so that we may look at t* as at a 
function from S* onto d*. Let F* be the triple (S*, I*, t*). It is easily seen 
that, if D is the connected component of 0 in A(r), then F* = (F”)“. So, 
henceforth, we shall asume that r is irreducible. Given a geometry over a set 
of types A and an element 0 of A, the geometry is said to be 0 linear if its 
basic diagram is 0 linear. We have 
THEOREM 1. The structure r* is a 0 linear pure geometcv over (0, I,..., 
n - 1) (where n = rank(F)) with the same 0 space as F. 
ProoJ: The proof needs six steps. 
Step 1. Given two *varieties F and G, we have a,(F) E a,,(G) iff FZG 
and t(F),, 5 t(G)O. (This easily follows from [2, Theorem I ] and by the 
equivalence of conditions (a)-(c) of Se:ction 1.) 
Step 2. Two *varieties F and G are equal if FI*G and t*(F) = t*(G). 
Let t*(F) = t*(G) and FI*G. We rnay assume that a,(F) c o,(G). By 
Step 1, we have FIG and t(F), E t(G),. Hence, t(F)o = t(G)0 because 
t*(F) = t*(G). By Proposition 1 and by the characterization of 0 reduced 
sets of vertices in a graph given in Section 1, we have t(F) == fr(t(F),) and 
t(G) = fr(t(G),), because F and G are 0 reduced. So t(F) = t(G). Hence 
F = G, because FIG. 
Step 3. The structure F* is a geometry over (0, I,..., n - 1). Let 5 = 
Po >...> FJ be a maximal flag in I? By Step 1, the flags PO,..., F, are 
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pairwise incident in r and we may assume t(F)- ,)0 c_ t(F,),, for i = l,..., k. 
We have t*(F,) = 0. Indeed, if otherwise, we may choose a 0 variety x 
incident to Fo, and we get a proper extension of 5. Moreover, F, is a variety 
in lY Indeed, if otherwise, each of the varieties of F, gives a proper extension 
of 3. We have t*(Fk) = n - 1. Indeed, if otherwise, there are types i # t(Fk) 
which are separated from 0 by t(Fk). So, if x is an i variety incident to F,, 
we have oO(Fk) c at,(x) (by [2, Theorem 11). We may properly extend 3. 
For every i = l,..., k the flag Fiml is not contained in F,. Indeed 
U,(Fi- r) c IJo( the flag F, is 0 reduced and Fi_ 1 f F,. Let x E Pi-, - F;, 
and let D be the set of the types d such that d # t(x) and t(Fi_ ,) separates d 
from 0. Trivially, t(Fiel) - {t(x)) c D. Let G be a flag in r of type D and 
incident to both Fiel and F,. It is easily seen that Fi-, - (x) c_ G. Let F be 
the 0 reduction of G. Such a flag F is said to be a minimum covering of Fjm 1 
by x. Trivially, F is incident to Fi-, and Fi in r and t(F,-,) separates f(F) 
from 0. Moreover, t(F) separates t(F,) from 0. Indeed, let y E F,. If 
t(Fi_ i - {x}) separates t(y) from 0, then we are done. If otherwise, y E G, 
because y # x & Fi and t(Fi- i) separates f(F,) from 0. So f(F) separates f(y) 
from 0 because F is the 0 reduction of G. Therefore, by [2, Theorem 11, we 
have o,(Fi- ,) 6 a,(F) c oo(Fi) and FU’, for every j = 0, l,..., k. Trivially, 
t(Fi-l), E t(F),. Moreover, r(x) E f(F),. Indeed t(x) @ f(F) and t(F,- 1 - (x}) 
does not separate f(x) from 0 because Fj- i is 0 reduced. Now let 
u E t(F)0 - t(Fi- I)0 * The set f(F,-,) separates u from 0, because 
u CZ t(_F,-l)O. But u C$ D, because t(F) separates D from 0 but it does not 
separate u from 0 (indeed, u E f(F),). So u = t(x). Finally, f(F), = 
t(Fj-,),U {u}. Therefore, t*(F) = t*(F,_,) + 1. Then F = Fi, because 5 is 
maximal. So we have A* = (0, l,..., n - l}, and the restriction of t* to every 
maximal flag of r* is a surjection to A*. Then (TP) follows by Step 2. 
Step 4. The geometry r’+ is firm. Let R = (F, ,..., FJ be a nonmaximal 
flag in r*. If {0, n - 1) CZ t*@), by the firmness of I-, we easily get two 
proper extensions of 5. Now let m and i be positive integers such that m < 
IZ - 1, i< k, m C$ t*(s), and t*(Fiel) < nz < t*(Fi). Let F be a minimal 
covering of F,-, by some variety in Fi-, - Fi. Now F,- I # F + F, . Trivially, 
F & Fi. If F q& Fi-, , then there are at least two choices for F. Therefore there 
are at least two proper extensions of 5. Let us assume now, that F G F,- , . 
Then Fi- i - Fi has at least two elements. Indeed, if otherwise, let (x) = 
Fi-l -Fi. We have Fc_Fi_, and x&F. Then FcFi-lnFi. SO FGFi, a 
contradiction. Let x, , x, be distinct varieties in Fi- I - Fi, and let F’, F” be 
minimal coverings of Fi_, by x, and x2, respectively. We have t(P), = 
f(Fi- i),, U {t(x,)} # t(F,_ ,)0 U {t(xJ} = t(F”)o. Then F’ # F”. Therefore, 
there are at least two proper extensions of 5. 
Step 5. The geometry r* is strongly connected. The proof is by 
induction on n. If n = 2, there is nothing to prove. Let n > 2. If r is 0 linear, 
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then r* z r, by [I, Theorem 61. The statement is trivial. Let us assume that 
r is not 0 linear. Let 5 be a flag in r*. Let F = (J (G/ G E 5). We have two 
cases. 
Case 1 
There is a 0 external vertex u of d(r) in t(F). Let x be the u variety in F. 
By Lemma 2 we have, 
where 5, is the flag {G - {x} / GE 3) in (rtX,)*. The strong connection of 
r$ follows by the inductive hypothesis on (r&*. 
Case 2 
There is no 0 external vertex of d(l”) in t(F). By Lemma 1, there are two 
distinct 0 external vertices u and 21 in d(T). Let A, B be *varieties in @-*)a, 
and let x, y be varieties in r, such that t(x) = U, t(u)‘= U, x1,4, and y1B. Let 
(x0 3 Yo 3*.., xk, yk) be a sequence of varieties in r, such that t(,u;) = U, 
t(yi) = u, xJy, (i= 0 ,..., k), yi-,fx, (i= l,..., k), x=x0, and y = -vk. Let 
(A,,, BO,...,Ak, B,J be a sequence of flags in r such that t(Ai) = t(A), 
t(Bi) = t(B), AiIFIBj, xiIBiIy, (i= 0 ,..., k), yi-ilAilx (i= l,..., k), and 
A, = A. All these flags are *varieties (indeed the 0 reduction of a flag 
depends only on the type of the flag, by Proposition l), and they are 
*incident to 5 (indeed they are incident to F, and *incidence depends only 
on incidences and types in r). The strong connection of r,* follows by the 
mductive hypotheses on rcX,), r(Yo)‘-” ‘r&p rrrkl, as m Case 1. 
Step 6. Let F be a I-*variety and G a *variety of *type greater than 0. 
If 1 o,(F) fl a,(G)] > 1, then so(F) E co(G). Indeed, let H be a 0 reduced flag 
of r such that FIHIG and a,(F) n cro(G) = o,(H). If lo,(F) n o,(G)] > 1, 
then H is not a 0 variety. Moreover, t(H) separates t(F) from 0, because H is 
0 reduced [3, 9.71. So t(H) = t(F), because F is a I-*variety in r*. Then 
H=F. 
End of the proof: By [2, Theorem 11, the correspondence between 
*varieties and their 0 shadows gives a lbijection from S* to r, - (0, S,}. So, 
by Step 6, r, is a set of subspaces of a partial linear space (the lines are the 
0 shadows of the I-*varieties) By Step 1, the function t* gives on r,, a 
dimension which satisfies [l, Theorem 6(i) and (iii)]. Also [ 1, 
Theorem 6(ii)] holds on r,, by [l, Proposition 31. Our theorem follows by 
Steps 3-5 and by the direct part of [ 1, Theorem 61. Q.E.D. 
The geometry T’* is the canonical 0 I’inearization ofr. We shall write r*O 
(or r*i, or r*j ,...) whenever we wish to point out that we linearize with 
respect to the type 0 (or to the type i, Iorj,...). 
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3. LINEARIZATIONS BY PARTIAL LINEARIZATIONS 
We need some preliminary definitions. Let .% be a finite connected graph 
on the set of vertices G. A strongly convex bipartition of Y is a pair (A, B) 
of subsets of G such that A U B = G, A n B is a singleton {i,}, A is strongly 
convex and B is connected. The vertex i, is said to be the central node of the 
bipartition. We remark that, if B - (i,} # 0, then i, is the only vertex in A 
which is joined to some vertex in B - {i,} (this statement easily follows by 
the connectedness of B and the strong convexity of A). Then B is strongly 
convex, and the node i, separates A from B. 
Let the graph induced by .Y on A be i, linear. Then we say that 3 is 
(B, i,) linear (or (9, i,) linear, where 9 is the graph induced by .% on B, if 
we wish to point out the graph structure on B). Then A and B (or 9) are 
said to be the tail and body of .%, respectively. Henceforth, r= (S, 1, t) will 
be an irreducible pure geometry over A = j0, I,..., n - I). 
The constructions given in 1.5, Theorem l] suggest the following question: 
Let (A, B) be a strongly convex bipartition of d(r). Then, by Proposition 2, 
both r” and rB are pure, because both A and B are strongly convex. Can we 
describe the linearizations of r by means of linearizations of r” and rB ? We 
shall give a partial answer to this question. 
Let A = {i, i + l,..., y1 - 1) and B = (0, I,..., i) give a strongly convex 
bipartition of A(T), with central node i. We define a new set of varieties S*” 
such that the elements of S*’ are the varieties of r” (the B varieties) and the 
*varieties in the i linearization (r”)*’ of T* (the A varieties). The i varieties 
of r are meant to be both A varieties and B varieties, of course, and they are 
said to be central varieties. We define an incidence I”B on S*B by the 
following clauses: The relation I*B induces the *incidence of (F’)*i between 
the A varieties and the old incidence I between the B varieties. An A variety 
X and a B variety x correspond in I *B iff there is a central variety which is 
incident to both of them in p, equivalently, xI*~X iff xZX in r (we recall 
that the A varieties are flags in r; and i separates A from B in d(T)). We 
define a type function t*B on S*” by the following clauses: If x is a B 
variety, then t*B(x) = t(x). If X is an A variety, then t*B(X) = t*(X) + i, 
where t* is the *type function of (rA)*i. The structure T*’ = (S*‘, I*R, t”B) 
is said to be the partial linearization of r with respect to B. Trivially, 
I’*’ = r*’ if B = (0). 
Given a type j, let (IP), be the condition gotten by specializing the 
statement of the intersection property to type j. A geometry is said to be 
weakly pure if it satisfies all the conditions listed in the definition of “pure 
geometry,” except the intersection property. 
LEMMA 3. The structure T*B is a weakly pure geometry over A. 
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Condition (IP)j holds on T*B for j < i and j = n - 1. The graph A(T*‘) is 
(A(TB), i) linear. 
We assume the following conventions: We denote the flags of T*R by 
capital script letters, and the flags of (r”)*’ by German capital letters. If a 
flag of FB is denoted by Z, we denote the sequence of the B varieties and 
the sequence of the A varieties in the flag .Z by (x0 ,..., xk) and (X,,,..., X,), 
respectively; we assume t*B(x,) < -). < t*B(x,) < t*‘(X,) < ... < t*‘(Xh). 
We denote the flag (x0,..., xk} by the Roman capital letter X, and the flag 
{&-I ,...> X,} of (rA)*i by the German capital letter 3. By X’, we mean the 
flag Ut=, X, of rA. We set x= XV X’. Of course, if the letter ,Z is 
substituted by y or B or ,.., then we should write -vO ,..., y,: I’, ,..., Y,, Y, 9, 
Y’, y, or z_~ ,..., zk, Z, ,..., Z,, 3, Z’, ;z, or . . . . instead of x, ,..., xk, X,, ,..., X,,, 
X, 3E, X’,X. Moreover, by o‘, cr*, and o.*~ we mean the shadow operators in 
I’, (r”)*j and r*B, respectively. 
ProoJ: The proof needs four steps. 
Step 1. The structure T*B is a firm geometry. Trivially, if two distinct 
varieties of r *’ have the same type in FB, then they c an n ot correspond in 
I*B. Then a flag of r*B is maximal if t*’ induces on it a bijection to A. 
Conversely, let Z be a flag of T*B. Then, t*B induces on x a bijection to A 
iff both X and X are maximal, in rB and (rA)*i, respectively. We shall prove 
that, if either X is not maximal in rB or X is not maximal in (r”)*i, then 
there are at least two proper extensions of .K in r*‘. If ,K does not contain 
i varieties of r *B, then X does not contain i varieties of K Therefore, there 
are at least two i varieties u, v in r incident to 2. So we get two proper 
extensions of 3. Let us now assume that i E t*“(.F). Then xk =X0, and 
t*‘(x& = i. If X is not maximal in (P) *i, there are two proper extensions X, 
and 3E, of 3E in (r .4 *‘. Both X, and 3E, are incident to X in r*‘, because )
they are incident to X,, in (rA)*‘, andX,=x,EX. Then X,UXand X,UX 
are two proper extensions of Z. If X is not maximal in i-B, the argument is 
similar. 
Step 2. The geometry FB is straagly connected. It will be useful to 
have stated the following convention: Given two flags U, V of distinct types 
t(U) and t(V), a binary path from U to V is a path from U to V in the graph 
defined by the incidence relation on the set of the flags of type t(U) or t(V). 
We remark that, in a firm and strongly connected geometry, for every flag F 
and for every choice of the flags U, V in the residue of F, if iJ and V have 
different types, then there is a binary path from U to V in the residue of F. 
This statement easily follows by 13, Sect. 5 Comment 61. 
Let .% be a flag of FB, and let U, v be varieties in the residue (T*R)r of 
K, of different types. We must distinguish three cases. 
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Case 1 
Both u and u are B varieties. Then a binary path from u to u in r,Y gives a 
binary path from u to v in (T*B)Z. 
Case 2 
The variety u is a B variety, and u is an A variety. If u 5 X’, then in r we 
have a,(u) 2 o&X’). Moreover, ai n a,(v) # 0, because vlX’. Then we 
have ai n uI(u) # 0. So u and v are incident in r, because i separates A 
from B. There is nothing to’ prove. If u &X’, let F = u -X’. There is a 
binary path (uO, F,, u,, F, ,..., v,, F,) from v to F in r,. Therefore, 
(uO, F, u (U n X’), “1, , F, U (U n X’) ,..., v,, F, U (U n X’)) is a binary path 
from zi to u in (r”“),, (we observe that the “incidences in (p4)*i depend 
only on the incidences and the types in r*; see Step 1 in the proof of 
Theorem 1). 
Case 3 
Both u and v are A varieties. If X = 0, then there is nothing to prove. Let 
X# 0. We have two subcases. 
Subcase 3.1. We have i E t*“(K). Then a binary path in ((rA)*i), from 
u to v gives a binary path in (FE),, from u to u (the nodes of the path are 
incident to X because they are incident to xk = X0). 
Subcase 3.2. We have i & t*“(%). Let B be the i interior of t(X) in 
A(TB), and let F be a flag of rB of type B -g and containing X. We have 
ai 2 cri(X) for every w E F (by 12, Theorem 1 I). Then the A varieties 
which are incident to X are just the A varieties which are incident to F (we 
recall that i separates A from B). Moreover, (A, B> is a strongly convex 
bipartition of d(r,), with central node i. Therefore u and v are A varieties in 
the partial linearization (r,) *’ of r,. Here, X is a flag in (r, )*‘. There is a 
binary path y from u to v in the residue ((r,)*‘), of X in (r,)“” (see 
Subcase 3.1). The nodes of y are incident to X, because they are incident to 
F. Therefore y gives a binary path in (T*B)K from u to v. 
Step 3. The condition (IP)j holds on r *‘, for j < i and j = n - 1. Let 
(IP)yis be the following statement: 
Given any two flags F, G, if the j shadows of F and G meet on a 
nonempty set, then there is a j reduced flag H which is incident to 
both F and G, and such that the j shadow of H is the meet of the j 
shadows of F and G. 
It is easily seen that (IP);” implies (IP),. Conversely, we may specialize to 
the type j, the statements and the proofs of [l, Proposition 3 and 7, 
Lemmas 1-4). We get that (IP)j is equivalent to (IP)jb”. 
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Now let % and $? be flags of FB such that ~j@(~$) n o?‘(g) # 0. We 
must distinguish two cases. 
Case 1 
We have j < i. Then oj@(X)_=_qi(K) and ajT_“(y) =-oj(p). Let Z be a j 
reduced flag of r such that XIzlY and aj(Z) = aj(X)n crj(i;>. Let Z= 
Zn t-‘(B) and 2’ = ,$?n t-‘(A). The flag 2’ is i reduced in rA. Indeed, Z’ 
is j reduced in r. Then for every h e t(Z’) there is a path y from h toj which 
does not intersect t(Z’) - (h}. But y passes through i, because i separates A 
from B. Then there is a subpath of y which connects h to i and does not 
intersect t(Z’) - {h}. Hence, Z’ is i reduced in r*, by Proposition 1. 
Therefore, Z’ is an A variety. Let B = ZU (2’). It is easily seen that 
X1*BZI*By and uTB(%) = cry” n aTB(J?). 
Case 2 
We have j= n - 1. Let x E oFB(s) and y E u,?“w). Trivially, 
oj”“({x) U X) z a,?‘(s) and oj”“({v} U 3) L crj@($?). Conversely, let 
U E u,?“(X). Then ai”(U) 1 al?(X). S o we have xIU. Therefore, U belongs to 
~j*~({x} U X). We get Use U X) = ei*“(X). Similarly, u,FB({y} U VJ) = 
q”(y). 
Let 3 be a flag of rA such that ((x} U 3) 1*31*(( v} U ?I), and u,?(3) = 
ur({x} U X)n uj*({y} U 9). Then 3 is a flag of r*B, and cS’7*R31*H~, 
and uJYB(3) = uj*“(.%) n u,?"($?). 
Step 4. The geometry r*B is weakly pure and its basic diagram is 
(d(TB), i) linear. The proof that TxB 1s weakly pure is straightforward. On 
A(FB), now. We have (r*B)B =rB and (r*“)” = (r”)*i. Moreover, i 
separates A from B in d(T*B). Lemma 3 is proved. Q.E.D. 
We remark now that the construction of canonical 0 linearizations does 
not need the whole power of the intersection property. Indeed, in the proof of 
Theorem 1, we refer only to (IP), and to the specialization to the type 0 of 
the statement of [2, Theorem 11. The proof of this specialized statement 
needs only (IP), and the weak purity. Hence we may consider the canonical 
0 linearization (r*B)*O of r*B with respect to 0, by Lemma 3. Here, 
(r*B)*O is a 0 linear geometry. 
THEOREM 2. We haue (r*B)*o z r*O. 
ProoJ: Given a flag X of r*B, we state on the symbols X, X’ and x the 
same meanings as in the proof of Lemma 3. Let the flag .X’ of T*B be 0 
reduced in T*B. Then t(z) is 0 reduced in d(T). Indeed t(X) is 0 reduced in 
d(T) because X is 0 reduced (in FB and then) in rB. Moreover, t(X) is 0 
reduced in d(T), because it is i reduced in d(rA) and i separates A from 0 in 
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d(T). The set t(X) does not separate i from 0 in d(T). Indeed, if otherwise, in 
r we have oO(X) I: o,,(X’), and .% would not be 0 reduced in T*B. Finally, 
t(X) is 0 reduced in d(T). So x is 0 reduced in r, by Proposition 1. Trivially, 
c,(X) = azB(,K) (see the proof of Lemma 3 for the meaning of the 
symbol ut*). 
Conversely, let 2 be a 0 reduced flag of r, and let X = Xn t - ’ (B) and 
X’ = xn t - ‘(A). The flag X’ is i reduced in rA (indeed X’ is 0 reduced in r, 
and i separates 0 from A in d(r)). Therefore, .K = XV {X’} is a flag of 
T*‘. Trivially, u$~(.Y - 7) o,@). Moreover, .% is 0 reduced in T*B. Indeed, 
let J? be a-subflag-of $” such the ok”@‘) = oc”(&). Then FC X and 
a,(Y) = u,(X). So Y = X, because X is 0 reduced in K We have y = B”. 
Theorem 2 is proved. Q.E.D. 
PROBLEM 1. Can we relate (r ’ *’ to rA by a suitable incidence relation ) 
so that to get a geometry r such that r*O % rro ? Can we relate (T’)*’ to 
(rA)*i by a suitable incidence so that to get the geometry r*’ ? 
PROBLEM 2. Is there some interesting relation between r*’ (g (r*“)*‘) 
and (r ) *B *(np ‘) ? More generally, given two types i, j, are there remarkable 
relations between r*’ and r*j which depend only on features of the basic 
diagram d(T)? 
4. RECONSTRUCTION OF FFROM r* IN SOME SPECIAL CASES 
4.1 
Diagrams of the form 
Y 
X X o--o- . . . -o- 
<I 
---. L/(Z), (1) 
0 I i-l 
Y 
where X, Y, Z are classes of partial linear spaces, and G(Z) is a diagram of 
rank(n - i - 1) such that all of its edges are labelled by Z (we allow the 
degenerate case, that D(Z) has no edge). 
For instance, if we set i = 0 and IZ = 3, then the form (1) gives cyclic 
diagrams. Let i = n - 3, and let Z be the class of the generalized m gons 
(m > 2). Then the form (1) gives a specialization of [S, Theorem 1, 
form (3)]. If &9(Z) = g(D; i + 1, i + 2,..., n - l), then the form (1) gives a 
specialization of [S, Theorem 1, form (l)]. In particular, if i = n - 3, X = 
Y = P U dP ( and S’(Z) has no edge), then we get the diagram (D,,). 
We need some preliminary definitions. Let ,ic be an m-partite graph on 
the set of vertices S, and let (U, ,..., U,} be an m partition of ,ic’. Let IO be 
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the incidence relation defined on S by the joins in .Y and let to be the 
natural projection of S onto the partition {U, ,..., U,,,}. The m partition 
{U, >.a., U,} is said to be geometric if (S, IO, t”) is a firm and strongly 
connected geometry over {U, ,..., U,}. 
LEMMA 4. Given a graph 9, there is at most one geometric m partition 
of .M. 
ProoJ: The lemma follows by a more general statement. The type 
function of a firm strongly connected geometry r= (S, I, t) is uniquely deter- 
mined by the incidence 1, up to nicknaming types. Indeed, let T be the binary 
relation defined on S by the clause, xTy iff there are distinct maximal flags 
FX, F, such that FZ = {z} U (F,c? FY) (for z =x, u). Let 0 be the 
equivalence relation generated by T. Let 0, be the type partition of r (i.e., 
the kernel of t). Trivially, 0 < 0,. The converse inequality follows by 13, 
Sect. 5 Comment 61. Hence, 0 = 0,. Q.E.D. 
A graph is said to be geometric if it admits a geometric m partition; the 
positive integer m is said to be the geometric rank of the graph. 
Let r= (S, I, t) be a 0 linear pure geometry. By [ 1, Theorem 61, we may 
define a dimension function d on the 0 space r, (the function d is charac- 
terized by [ 1, Theorem 6(i) and (iii)]. We assume that t(x) = d(a,(x)), for 
every x E S. We define an incidence relation 10 on the set S,-, of the (n - 1) 
varieties by the following clause, xPy iff une2(x)n u,-~(Y) f 0. The 
relation ID gives a graph cFO(T), the 0 crown of r. 
LEMMA 5. Let the pure geometry r= (S, I, i) belong to a diagram of 
form (1). Then the 0 linearization r* of r belongs to a diagram of the form 
x x Y .4D)U.,(Z) 
o--o- . . . --o-o--o PI PI o--o- . . . --o--o 
0 1 i-l 1 i-t 1 if? it3 ,I- 2 n-, C2) 
and the 0 crown of I-* is geometric of rank n - i - 1. 
Proof: The proof that r* belongs to a diagram of form (2) is 
straightforward. On the 0 crown of r* now, let E be the set of the varieties 
of r of 0 external type. The (n - I)-*varieties of P correspond to the 
elements of E..The graph .Fo(r*) is isomorphic to the graph induced by I on 
E. This graph is the incidence graph of rE. So the type partition of rE gives 
a geometric (n - i - 1) partition of Foo(r*), Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3. Let r and r’ be pure geometries in diagrams of the form 
(1). If we have Yso z (r’)*‘, then i-g r’ (up to nicknaming the 0 external 
Ow). 
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ProoJ Let f belong to a diagram of form (l), and let (U, ,..,, U,- i-, } be 
the geometric (n - i - 1) partition of %s(T*‘) (see Lemma 5). The elements 
of u, )...) U,-,-i give the (i + 1) varieties, the (i + 2) varieties,..., (n - l)- 
varieties of r, respectively. The other varieties of r correspond to the j 
varieties of r*‘, for j < i. The incidences in r correspond to incidences in 
r*’ and joins in Zo(T*o). Therefore, we may reconstruct r from r*’ and 
from the geometric partition (U, ,..., U,-,_,} of .yo(Po). Every graph has at 
most one geometric partition, by Lemma 4. Theorem 3 is proved. Q.E.D. 
4.2 
Diagrams of the forms 
Y  
n-2 
X X 
o--o- . . . -o- 3 
0 1 n-4 
< 
n-3 
n-l 
Y  
Y  
n-2 
X X 
o--o-. . . -cJ- z 3 
0 I n-4 
a 
n-3 
n-1 
Y  
(34 
PI 
where X, Y, and Z are classes of partial linear spaces. (These forms are 
specialization of the form (l), of course.) 
If a pure geometry r belongs to a diagram in one of these two forms, then 
its 0 linearization r* belongs to a diagram of the form 
X X Y .1(W) 
o-o-- . . . --o-o-o-o 
0 1 n-4 n-3 n-2 n-1 
(4) 
where W = D or Z, according to whether r belongs to a diagram of form 
(3a) or (3b). 
THEOREM 4. Given a pure geometry I-= (S, I, t) in a diagram of form 
(4), the geometry r is the 0 linearization of a pure geometry in a diagram of 
form (3a) or (3b) iff the following conditions hold on ,%(r): 
(i) The graph ,%(I’) is bipartite. 
(ii) For every choice of a vertex x of .%70(r) and a variety y of r, if 
Ifr(x)no,-,(y)i > 1, then xly in r. 
(iii) For every choice of the distinct vertices x, y of .YO(r), if we have 
Ifr(x) n fr(y)l > 1, then there is an (n - 3) variety z such that unp ,(z) 2 
fr(x) n fr( y). (See Section 1 for the meaning of the symbol fr(x).) 
Proof Let us prove the “only if’ part. Let r= (P)- for a suitable pure 
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geometry I” = (S”, I”, t”) in a diagram of form (3a) or (3b). Condition (i) is 
trivial. Let us prove (ii), and let x, y be as in the hypothesis of (ii). We may 
assume that x is an (n - 2) variety of p. Then we have, in p”, 
l6-,tx>n~,“-ltY)l > 1 t r9’ is the shadow operator of r0; and we recall that y 
is a 0 reduced flag of r0). Let G be an (n - 1) reduced flag of p such that 
u,O-i(G) =o,“-i(~)no,” The set t”(G) separates both t”(x) and t”(y) 
from n - 1 in d(p). Moreover, n - 1 6Z t”(G), because icr,“-i(G)/ > 1. If p 
belongs to a diagram of form (3a), then n - 3 E t”(G). So t”(G) separates 
t”(y) from t”(x); and xPy. So, xly. If TD belongs to a diagram of the form 
(3b), then n - 2 E f”(G). Therefore y E G, and we are done. The proof of (iii) 
is similar. 
Let us prove the “if’ part. Let conditions (i)-(iii) hold on Y,,(T), and let 
U,, U, be the classes of a bipartition of YO(T). Let D = S - t-‘(n - 2), 
and let rD = (D, ID, t”) be the geometry which forgets the (n - 2) varieties of 
r. We extend ID to a new incidence relation IO, by the clauses, ID s IO, and 
P induces on S,- i the join of g,(r). We define a new type function to on D 
by the clauses, to induces p on D - t-‘(n - l), and t”(x) = n - i if x E Ui 
(i = 1, 2). Let I” = (D, IO, t”). It is straightforward to prove that p is a 
weakly pure, strongly connected, and firm geometry. Let us prove that (IP) 
holds on r0. We need some preliminary conventions. For every (n - 2). 
variety x of r, we set x0 = un- i(x); and we set @’ = 0. For every flag G in r 
we define a flag Go of p such that Go= (G-t-‘(n - 2))~ 
((Gn t-‘(n - 2))o). C onversely, given a flag F in r”, we define a flag F* of 
r such that F* = F if F does not contain a subflag of type (n - 2, n - 1 ), 
and F* = (F-F)U {F}, where F=Fflt-‘({n - 1, n - 2}), if otherwise. 
Let (TO be the shadow operator of r”. Let F, G be flags in p such that 
u~(F)nu~(G) # 0. We must show that there is a flag H of ID such that 
FPHPG and u:(H) = a:(F) f-l u:(G). We have two cases. 
Case 1 
Let i # IZ - 2, n - 1. Then we apply (IP) on F* and G* in r with respect 
to the type i of r. We find a flag i? of r such that GP(@‘) PF and a:@‘) = 
u:(F) n U:(G). 
Case 2 
For i = n - 1 (the case i = n - 2 is quite similar). If n - 1 E r“(G U F), 
then there is nothing to check. Let n - 1 6Z t”(G U F). We have two subcases. 
Subcase 2.1 (n-2&P(FUG)). Then (un-,(F*)nu,_,(G*))nU,= 
a,“- ,(F) n u,“- i(G). We may apply (IP) on F * and G” in r with respect to 
the type n - 1 of r. We find a flag E? of r such that G*IHIF* and 
un- I (i?) = u,- l(F *) n un- ,(G*). If n - 1 E t(i?), then it is easily seen that 
a,“-,(F) n ui- ,(G) is a singleton. We are done. If otherwise, u,“-,(p) = 
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on- ,(@ n U, . So o,“- ,(F) n o,“- ,(G) = a,“_ ,(@). The relation Gl”(i;i”) PF 
is trivial. 
Subcase 2.2 (n - 2 E t’(F U G)). If 1 a,“_ ,(F) n CT:,"- 1 (G)I = 1, then there 
is nothing to prove. So, let ]u,‘- ,(F) n o,“-r(G)] > 1. We may assume that 
y1- 2 E f’(F). Let y be the (n - 2) variety in F. Then fr(y) = o,“- i(v) 1 
cr,“- ,(F). Let us assume that n - 1 @ t(G”). Then a,“-,(G) = (J,- ,(G*) n U,. 
We have, ]fr(y)n o~-~(G*)] > lo,"-,(F)nu,O_,(G)I > 1. Therefore ylG*, by 
(ii). So, for every (n - 1) variety z in p, we have z E o,“-,(F) n o,“-,(G) iff 
{v,z} Eo,_,(F*)na,-,(G*). Let” be a flag in r sucl~ that u~-~(H)== 
a,-@*)nu,_,(G*) and G*IHIF*. Th_en a,“-,(Ho)=(lJ (X]XE 
htg) n 4. w e easily get that u,“_,(H”) = u,"_,(F)nu,"-,(G) and 
GP(HD) PF. 
Let us assume now that n - 1 E t(G*), and let y’ be the (n - 1) variety of 
G*. If y = y’, then we may substitute G - { y’) for G, and the argument is 
the same. Let y # y’. By (iii), there is an (n - 3) variety z of r such that 
u,_ i(z) 2 u,“-,(y) n a,“- ,(y’). Then we have ylzly’, by (ii). Therefore 
W=D, in form (4). So we have c~,~,(z)ng, =u,“-,(y)nu,“_,(y’). Let i? 
be a flag of r- such that u,_,(H)=u,_,(z)na,,_,(F-(y})n 
unpl(G - iv’}), and-H is incident to each of z, F - { y), and G - ( y’). It is 
easily seen that t(H) does not intersect (n - 1, n - 2). Then we have 
a,“-#?)=a,“-,(F)nu,“-,(G), and FP(@) ZG. Now (IP) is proved on PO. 
Finally, (p)* z lY Moreover, I” belongs to a diagram of form (3a) or 
(3b) (according to whether W = D or Z, in form (4)). Q.E.D. 
In the proof of Theorem 4, we construct a pure geometry p in a diagram 
of form (3a) or (3b) from a pure geometry in a diagram of form (4). 
Trivially, this construction and the canonical linearization are inverse of 
each other. A remarkable example is the well-known relation between weak 
buildings of type (D,) and polar spaces with bipartite 0 crowns (see ]S, 
Sect. 7.121). See [5, Theorem l(ii)] for another example. 
PROBLEM 3. Let us specify the form (1) by the assumption that L%(Z) = 
F(Z; i + 1, i + 2,..., n - 1) or g’(Z) = %Y(D; i + 1, i + 2 ,..., n - 1). Can we 
get a result similar to Theorem 4 on diagrams of this form? Part (i) of [.5, 
Theorem 1 ] seems to suggest an affirmative answer. 
PROBLEM 4. In [5, Theorem I ] another question is suggested. We may 
generalize form (1) to the form 
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where Y is a class of partial linear spaces, and .@, and QZ are any diagrams 
on the set of vertices B = (0, l,..., i) and A= {i + 1, i t 2,...: n - 1 ), respec- 
tively, and i separates B from A =AU {i}. Let r be a pure geometry in a 
diagram of form (5). Does (IP) hold on the partial linearization T”’ of r? 
(At any rate, we may reconstruct r from TxB. Indeed, we may reconstruct 
rA from (r”)*i, by Theorem 3.) 
PROBLEM 5. Theorem 4 refers to 0 crowns, and these are not “diagram 
theoretic” objects. Perhaps, there is no way to characterize canonical 
linearizations of pure geometries (in wide classes) by mere features of 
diagrams. We could try to avoid or weaken some of the nondiagrammatic 
hypothesis. For instance, let us assume that, in a diagram of the form (4), we 
have X = Y = P U dP. Then for every geometry r in such a diagram, 
conditions (ii) and (iii) hold on g?,(r) and there is no 3-gon in S;(r). 
Moreover, if W = D, then go(T) is bipartite (so, by [9, Corollary 61, we get 
a mere diagrammatic characterization of linearizations of weak buildings in 
the diagram (D,)). We would look for statements like these in other less 
specialized cases. 
4.3 
Diagrams of the form 
n-1 
cl 
Y  
X X 
o--o- . . . --o- !  
Z W 
-0-o 
0 1 n-5 n-4 n-3 n-2 
(6) 
where n > 4, X, Y, Z are classes of partial linear spaces, and W s L is a 
class of linear spaces. For instance, let X, Y, Z, W = P U dP. Then, if n = 4, 
we get a diagram of 4-dimensional projective spaces, where the lines or the 
planes are put into the role of 0 varieties. If n = 5, we get the diagram (D5), 
where the 0 varieties correspond to hyperlines (see [9, Sect. 62.31). For 
n = 6, 7, 8 we get the diagrams (Es), (E,), (E,). 
The 0 linearization of a pure geometry in a diagram of the form (6) 
belongs to a diagram of the form 
X X YUZ WUJ(D) dP 
o--o- . . . --o-o-o O-0 
0 I n-5 n-4 n-3 n-2 n-1 
(7) 
Let the pure geometry r belong to a diagram of form (6). Let B = (0, l,..., 
n -4) and A = {n -4, n - 3, n - 2, IZ - 1). Then the pair (A, B) is a 
strongly convex bipartition of d(T), with central node n - 4. The geometry 
rA belongs to the diagram 
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where i corresponds to the old type n - 4 + i, for i = 0, 1,2, 3. 
Therefore, with respect to diagram (8), the geometry (rA)*(np4) is the 0 
linearization of rA. It is straightforward to check that the 0 linearization of a 
pure geometry r’ in diagram (8) uniquely determines r’. So we may 
reconstruct rA from (rA)t(n-JJ. Th en we may reconstruct r from T*#. 
Moreover, (r*B)*o z T*B (b ecause d(T) is (,4(TA), n - 4) linear). But 
(r*B)*O E r *‘, by Theorem 2. Finally, the 0 linearization of r uniquely 
determines r. 
4.4 Nondegenerate Projective Cyclic Geometries of Rank n > 3 
A projective cyclic geometry is a pure geometry in the diagram 
.i--/:“--- (where n > 3). 
1 2 n-2 n-1 
(9) 
The 0 linearization of a projective cyclic geometry of rank n belongs to 
the diagram 
PUdPu.,(D) 3 
0-o o--o- . . . --o-o-o if n>4 
0 1 2 3 n-3 n-2 n-1 
(104 
and belongs to the diagram 
z(PUdP) 
O-0 0 if n=3. (lob) 
0 I 2 
A projective cyclic geometry is said to be nondegenerate if it is thick (see [3, 
Sect. 4]), namely, if it belongs to the diagram gotten from diagram (9) by 
labelling the edges by P. If we label the first edge of diagrams (lOa) and 
(lob) by the letter P, and substitute the expression P U dP for the letter P in 
the label of the second edge of these diagrams, then we get diagrams for 0 
linearizations of nondegenerate projective cyclic geometries. 
We shall prove that every nondegenerate projective cyclic geometry of rank 
greater than 3 is uniquely determined by its 0 linearization. (We already 
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know that projective cyclic geometries of rank 3 are uniquely determined by 
their 0 linearization, by Theorem 3.) We need some preliminary definitions. 
Let P be a projective space of dimension d(P) > 1. Let p be the dual of P. 
Let S be the set of the points of P and S the set of the hyperplanes of P. By 
convention, we assume S f? S= 0 if d(P) = 1. For every subspace X of P let 
X be the star of hyperplanes of P through X. We identify X and X with the 
projective spaces induced by P and P on them. Let PX be the direct sum of 
the projective spaces X and X (we remark that Pp = P and P, = p>. Let .Yp 
be the d(P) dimensional polar space gotten on the set of points S U L? by 
taking as subspaces the subspaces of the spaces PX (the spaces PX are the 
maximal subspaces of Yp). Let pal(P) be the triplet (Yp, P, (P, p)). The 
projective space P is the base of pal(P), and the pair {P, p] is the 
fundamental pair of pal(P). For every subspace X of P, the subspace X is the 
basic component of PX in pal(P), and the dimension of X in P is the basic 
dimension 6(P,) of PX in pal(P). The subspaces of the polar space Yp are the 
subspaces of pal(P). 
A bipartition of a polar space 9 is a bipartition of the set of the points of 
9 into two disjoint subspaces U, V of 9”. Given a bipartition (U, V) of a 
polar space .Y”, the subspaces U, V are maximal in 9”. Therefore we may 
identify V with the dual 0 of the projective space U, and we have YU = 
.Y = CYU. Finally, a polar space 9 has just one bipartition iff 3 = Yp for 
some nondegenerate projective space P. 
Let now P= (S, I, t) be a nondegenerate projective cyclic geometry of 
rank II > 4. Let 5 be a flag of r *’ of *type (0, 1). Then 5 = {{x}, (y, z}), 
where {x, y, z} is a flag of P and r(x)=O, t(y) = 1, t(z)= n - 1. Let us 
assume that in the projective space r,x,Y,z, the 2 varieties are the points and 
the (n - 2) varieties are the hyperplanes. Let us regard the *varieties {y}, 
{z) as subspaces of (P*‘)a. Then (P*‘)a is a polar space and ((I’*“)B, (z}, 
f b-1, (~1)) = ~ol(&,,,z,). Th e varieties u of I- such that vl{x, y, z} and 
t(U) f 0 correspond to the maximal subspaces of pol(I’~x.y,zI)r so that, if vxYz 
is the maximal subspace of pol(T Iw,y,-I) which corresponds to v, then we 
have t(u) = S(v,,,) + 1, where S is the basic dimension in pol(T,,,,*;,). Now 
let u and w be varieties in r such that 0 < t(u) < t(w). Then we have vlw in 
r iff there is a flag {x, y, z} of r such that t(x) = 0, t(y) = I, t(z) = n - 1, 
vl(x, y, z} IIV and the basic component of ZIP,,= is contained in the basic 
component of wxYl. 
Now, the polar space (r*‘& has just one bipartition, because the 
projective space rIx,r,zl is nondegenerate. Then the preceding remarks show 
that we may reconstruct r from r*O (at least up to an inversion in 
numbering types). 
4.5 
Geometries in the diagram 
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A 
OP OP 
1 OP 2 
Let the pure geometry r belong to diagram (11). Then its 0 linearization 
r*’ is a tesselation of a closed connected (and compact if r is finite) 
surface, where the faces of the tesselation may be colored by black and white 
so that adjacent faces have opposite colors (the 0-*varieties, the I-*varieties, 
and the 2-*varieties correspond to the vertices, the edges and the faces of the 
tesselation, respectively, and the 2 coloring of the tesselation corresponds to 
the bipartition of .G(T*‘)). The construction given in the proof of 
Theorem 4 (from form (4) to form (3a) or (3b)) shows that the pure 
geometries in diagram (11) are just those which may be gotten from a 
suitable 2 colored tesselation of a surface by a construction similar to that 
described in [l, Sect 6, Remark p. 1291. See also [7, Sect. 21. 
5. AN EXAMPLE 
Sometimes the construction of a linearization turns out to be useful to 
search into the structure of a geometry in a nonlinear diagram. 
Subsection 4.5 provides an easy example. Here we give another example. 
Let the projective cyclic geometry r belong to the following spacialization 
of diagram (9): 
(12) 
By the strong connection of r, it is easily seen that there is a cardinal 
number m (the local order of r) such that all the residues of rank 2 of r 
which are not generalized digons are projective planes of order m. For i = 
0, l,..., n - 1, let N, and NY be the number of the i varieties of r and the 
number of the i-*varieties of r*‘, respectively, (Nj and NT need not be 
finite, of course). Let s(m, n - 1, h) be the number of the h-dimensional 
subspaces in an (n - l)-dimensional projective space of order m (we remark 
that s(m, n - 1, h) = m if m is infinite and h < it - 1). It is easily seen that 
s(m, n - 1, h) < Ni for every i = 0, I,..., n - 1 and h = 0, I,..., n - 2; 
s(m,n-l,l)N,=N~=s(m,n-l,l)N,-,; and s(m, n - 1,2) 
(N, + N,- ,) = N,* = s(m, n - 1,2)(N, + N,-z), if rank(r) 2 4. 
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Moreover, every type of r may be put into the role of 0. Then we easily 
check that there is a cardinal number N (the global order of r) such that, for 
every i = O,..., n- 1, we have Ni=N. 
We now assume that r is finite. Can we estimate N by means of m ? We 
try to answer this question in the case that rank(r) = 3. 
Let r befinite and let rank(r) = 3. Given a 0-*variety x in r*‘, there are 
at least (m + l)(m’ + m + 1) distinct l-*varieties *incident to x. Each of 
them is *incident to just m distinct 0-*varieties other than x. Then, if we set 
f(m) = (m” + m + l)(m” + m) t 1, we have f(m) <N. If m = 1 (i.e., if r is 
degenerate), then the equality f(m) = N actually occurs; see [6 ] 
(nevertheless, there are examples in which m = 1 and f(m) < N, see (7, 
Sect. 2, No. 21). There are good reasons to conjecture that f(m) < N if 
1 < m. First, we observe that the equality f(m) = N holds iff the geometry 
(r*O)lO,l), which forgets the 2-*varieties in r*‘, is a linear space, where we 
put the 0-*varieties into the role of points. It is easily seen that (r*‘)‘O*” is 
a linear space if and only if the geometry rroV” which forgets the 2 varieties 
of r is a projective plane (similarly on rr’,*)). This projective plane has 
order m(m + 1) (not a prime power, if m f 1 !). 
We are not able to prove the inequalityf(m) < N (if 1 < m). Nevertheless, 
PROPOSITION 3. Let r be a finite nondegenerate projective cyclic 
geometry of rank 3. Let m and N be the local and global orders of r, respec- 
tively. Let N = f (m). Then we have m z 0 or 1 (mod 8) and evecv odd prime 
p which divides m(m + 1) to an odd power satisJes p E 1 (mod 4). 
(We do not prove this statement here. We shall give a proof in another 
article. The proof is a mere reformulation of the Bruck-Ryser argument.) 
Note added in proof: The author has recently proved that f(m) <N if m > 1. So the 
question is solved. 
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